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Brand new Graham Chronofighter 1695 in stainless steel with automatic movement

Brand new and beautiful chronograph Graham watch with creamy round dial and black 
Arabic numerals for the hours. The window for the date is a 3 o’clock. The hands are white 
with “Squelette” style. The chronograph is at 6 o’clock with mono pusher at 10 o’clock.  
The crown is covered with a handle. It is an stainless steel back case with a small sapphire 
crystal exhibition back case to see the movement and engraved around “Graham – 
Watchmaker since 1695 -  #902 – AN 2CXAS – 160FT – 50m”. It is an automatic movement 
with caliber G1745.The watch comes with a black band and Graham stainless steel 
buckle. 20mm width between lugs. The watch comes with box and paper (full set).

Graham is a historic British brand, which has been re-started by the Swiss watch company, 
The British Masters. The idea behind the concept of The British Masters was to recollect the 
tradition of the great British watchmakers, namely George Graham (1673-1751) and John 
Arnold (1736-1799). The first collection of "Graham" and "Arnold & Son" was brought on the 
market in 1998. Graham is now a combination of English heritage and Swiss watchmaking 
and is a sister company to Arnold & Son Graham traditionally used Jaquet (now La Joux 
Perret) movements, most of which used Valjoux or ETA ebauches. Since namesake George 
Graham is regarded as the father of the chronograph, all Graham watches are 
chronographs. Most are left-handed, with the crown on the left side of the face in 
traditional British racing fashion. Graham specializes in racing-inspired watches, while 
Arnold & Son specializes in nautical watches.

Technical details

Automatic movement with caliber G1745 with 25 jewels, 28,800 A/h and 46 hours of power 
reserve. 

Measurements

Diameter excluding winding crown: 42mm
Length including lugs: 51mm

Price: Sold
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